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Abstract
Background: The benefit of revascularization is less clear in stenotic lesions that do not induce ischemia and
medical therapy alone is likely to be equally effective. FFR (Fractional Flow Reserve) identifies stenoses that are
causing reversible ischemia and thereby the operator can guide interventions to the lesions responsible for the
patient’s problem, saving time, cost and optimizing clinical outcome. The main aim is to compare FFR and visual
assessment with respect to decision making, requirements of stents and corresponding outcomes in patients with
multivessel coronary artery disease.
Method: This was a prospective, observational, single centre study, which included 38 patients randomized
into 2 groups: one group that underwent FFR guided stenting for the borderline lesions, if the FFR value was found
to be significant and for the other group the decision to go ahead with stenting for borderline lesions was based on
independent opinion of 4 cardiologists participating in the study, based on visual assessment. The patients were
followed up at 3 and 6 months. The primary endpoint of the study was death due to any cause or ACS (Acute
Coronary Syndrome). The number of stents saved, cost savings and symptomatic improvement were the secondary
outcomes that were studied. Inter-observer variation within the 4 operators in both the FFR and visual arms was
also analysed.
Results: There were no deaths or ACS during 3 and 6 months follow-up in the 38 patients that were included
in the two groups. There was no statistical difference with regards to number of stents saved, cost savings, and
functional outcomes such as angina; which were our secondary end points between the visual assessment by
seasoned operators and FFR guided stenting groups. There was inter-observer variation between all the 4 operators
in our study with regards to visual assessment of the borderline lesions.
Conclusion: FFR is important in decision making in borderline lesions and it should be used more often,
especially where there are single operators.

Keywords: FFR; Multivessel coronary artery disease; Percutaneous
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Introduction
The presence of MI (Myocardial Infarction) is an important risk
factor for adverse clinical outcomes in patients with coronary artery
disease [1-3]. Revascularization of stenotic coronary lesions that induce
ischemia can improve a patient’s functional status and outcome [3-5].
For stenotic lesions that do not induce ischemia, however, the benefit
of revascularization is less clear, and medical therapy alone is likely to
be equally effective [6,7].
In the current era of drug-eluting stents, the percentage of patients
with multivessel coronary artery disease in whom PCI (Percutaneous
Coronary Intervention) is performed has increased [8,9]. Because the
drug-eluting stents are expensive and are associated with potential late
complications, their appropriate and judicious use is critical and very
important [10,11]. It is difficult, in patients with multivessel coronary
artery disease, to determine which lesions cause ischemia and warrant
stenting. Currently available non-invasive stress imaging modalities
are limited in their ability to accurately localize ischemia-producing
lesions in these patients [12].
Although coronary angiography is the standard technique for
guiding PCI in patients with multivessel coronary disease, it often
underestimates or overestimates a lesion’s functional severity [13,14].
FFR (Fractional Flow Reserve) is a pressure derived, lesion specific,
physiological index determining the hemodynamic severity of
intracoronary lesions. FFR identifies stenosis that are causing reversible
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ischemia so that they can be treated, and helps eliminate stenosis that
are not causing ischemia from consideration for treatment [15]. Using
FFR, the operator can guide interventions to the lesions responsible
for the patient’s problem, saving time, cost and optimizing clinical
outcome [16].
FFR is measured by placing a pressure guidewire across the lesion
of interest and pharmacologically inducing hyperemia. The ratio of
distal to proximal pressure allows the physician to physiologically
determine if the narrowing is the cause of ischemia. It can be easily
measured during coronary angiography by calculating the ratio of
distal coronary pressure measured with a coronary pressure guidewire
to aortic pressure measured simultaneously with the guiding catheter.
An FFR value of 0.80 or less identifies ischemia-causing coronary
stenosis with an accuracy of more than 90% [17-19].
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This study evaluates visual assessment by multiple operators
guided stenting vs. FFR guided stenting and their outcomes. Thus,
for patients with multivessel coronary artery disease identifying an
approach to PCI that results in more judicious use of stents, while
still achieving complete relief of myocardial ischemia, could improve
clinical outcomes and decrease health care costs.

Methodology
In this prospective study, we included 38 patients having
multivessel disease (one vessel had significant stenosis and other vessel/
vessels were borderline). Patients were randomized into 2 groups: one
group underwent FFR guided stenting for all the borderline lesion/s
and for the other group the decision to go ahead with stenting for
borderline lesion/s was based on independent opinion of 4 cardiologists
participating in the study, based on visual assessment. In the FFR arm,
those patients with FFR value of less than or equal to 0.8 were advised
stenting. All the patients in the FFR arm (whether underwent stenting
or advised medical management) were followed up in the study. All the
patients in the visual assessment group (whether underwent stenting
or advised medical management) were followed up in the study. Both
the groups of patients were followed up at 3 and 6 months (Figure 1).

In the FFR guided group, a RadiAnalyzer (St Jude Medical) and
0.014” diameter high fidelity pressure-recording wire (Pressure Wire,
Radi Medical Systems, Uppsala, Sweden) was used for evaluation of
lesion. Out of 19 patients in the FFR guided group, 12 patients received
only intracoronary adenosine, 3 patients received only intravenous
adenosine and there were 4 patients who received both intravenous
as well as intracoronary adenosine for achievement of maximal
hyperemia. Intracoronary adenosine boluses were administered in a
dose of 90-120 µg in the right coronary artery, 60-180 µg in the left
coronary artery and 120-180 µg in the left circumflex artery. Each bolus
were followed by 5 ml flush of normal saline as a transport medium and
pressure signals during adenosine infusion and bolus injection would
be recorded. The range of doses of intravenous adenosine was 90-180
µg in LAD and 120-140 µg in LCX.

Study endpoints
The prime end point of the study was death due to any cause or
acute coronary syndrome (unstable angina, non-ST segment elevation
MI and ST- segment elevation MI). The secondary end point of the
study was number of stents saved, cost savings and symptomatic
improvement. Inter-observer variation within the 4 operators in visual
arm was also analysed.

Figure 1: Study design.
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Study population

In the visual arm, 12 borderline lesions were kept on medical follow up.

Patients were included if 1) age ≥ 20 years 2) stable angina, unstable
angina, NSTEMI, Recent awSTEMI (anterior wall ST elevation
myocardial infarction) - atypical chest pain or no chest pain but with
documented silent ischemia 3) multivessel disease with one significant
lesion and other borderline lesion 4) eligibility for PCI.

For analysis of secondary outcomes, the number of stents used in
borderline lesions in both the groups and the follow-up of all patients
at 3 and 6 months were compared. In the FFR arm 5 stents were used
in the 21 borderline lesions as compared to 8 stents in the 20 borderline
lesions in the visual arm. There was no statistical difference between
number of stents used in both the groups (P=0.265). Thus, there was no
significant difference in cost savings in both the groups.

Patients were excluded if 1) preferred treatment is CABG 2) left
main coronary artery disease requiring revascularization 3) extremely
tortuous or calcified coronary arteries precluding FFR measurements
4) multivessel disease with all lesions severely stenosed by visual arm

Statistical analysis
Continuous variable are expressed as mean and standard deviation
whereas categorical variable are expressed as frequency and percentage.
The Shapiros-Wilk’s test was used for assessing the normality of the
data. The variables between the groups are analyzed using chi-square
test or Fisher’s exact test based on the observations. A two sided P
value<0.05 was considered as statistically significant.

All the patients in both the arms were followed up at 3 and 6 months
for evaluating symptomatic improvement or occurrence of angina. In
the FFR arm only one patient had occurrence of class II effort angina,
however he was found to have anemia (Hemoglobin-8.3 g/dl) and he
was symptomatically better after correction of anemia. The remaining
18 patients were angina free at 3 and 6 months follow-up. In the 19
patients in the visual arm, none of the patients had angina at the end
of 3 and 6 months.

Results

We also compared interobserver differences within the 4 operators
of our study on basis of visual assessment of lesions in all the 38 patients
(Table 4). After statistically analysis, it was found that there was interobserver variation between all the 4 operators in the study.

Baseline and lesion characteristics

Discussion

A total of 38 patients were included and followed up in the study.
There were 19 patients in the FFR arm and 19 patients in the visual arm.
There were 21 borderline lesions in the FFR arm and 20 borderline
lesions in the visual arm.

Acute Myocardial Infarction (AMI) is one of the most commonly
diagnosed conditions in hospitalized patients with chest pain. The
culprit vessel is usually perceptible in patients with ST-elevation and
acute coronary occlusion. In multivessel coronary artery disease, it is
difficult to assess which lesions are associated with reversible ischemia
and should be stented.

Of the 19 patients in FFR arm, the mean age was 58.8 ± 8.7 years,
whereas the mean age in the visual arm was 62.2 ± 10.7 years. Both the
groups were equally matched with no significant statistical difference
(P=0.294). In the FFR arm, 73.7% of patients were males in contrast
to 84.2% males in the visual arm. Thus, majority of the patients in our
study were males and the groups were equally matched (P=0.693). The
detailed baseline and lesion characteristics of the patients are shown in
Tables 1 and 2.
In the FFR arm, there were 5 patients, who had significant FFR
value and they underwent stenting whereas in the visual arm, 8 lesions
out of the 20 borderline lesions underwent direct stenting based on
visual assessment by multiple operators. The characteristics of these
lesions are shown in Table 3. It was found that in the both the groups
majority of the patients had Type B lesions and FFR arm had more
proximal LAD (Left Anterior Descending) lesions (4 out of the 5
borderline lesions in the FFR ARM)

Characteristics

FFR arm (n=19)

Visual arm (n=19)

P-value

Age (Mean ± SD)

58.8 ± 8.7

62.2 ± 10.7

0.294

Male

73.7%

84.2%

0.693

Hypertension

36.8%

42.1%

0.740

Diabetes Mellitus

57.9%

47.4%

0.516

Dyslipidemia

68.4%

84.2%

0.447

Stents used

5

8

0.265

Table 1: Baseline demographic characteristics of the patients in FFR arm and
visual arm.
FFR arm
(n=21 lesions)

Visual arm
(n=20 lesions)

Proximal LAD

7

2

Primary and secondary outcomes

Mid LAD

5

0

Primary outcomes of the study-There were no incidence of death
or ACS during 3 and 6 months follow up period. Secondary outcomes
of the study-Out of 5 lesions with significant FFR value, 3 borderline
lesions underwent angioplasty with stents. The remaining 2 lesions,
which were significant proximal LAD lesions, the patients underwent
CABG (Coronary Artery Bypass Grafting) based upon the physician’s
discretion. Hence for statistical analysis, we considered that these 2
patients underwent stenting (1 stent each).

Diagonal

1

3

Proximal LCx

0

3

Mid LCx

3

0

OM

3

6

Mid RCA

2

1

Distal RCA

0

2

PDA

0

3

Type A
(high success, >85%; low risk)

8

6

Type B
(moderate success, 60 to 85%;
moderate risk)

10

13

3

1

The 16 borderline lesions with non-significant FFR value were left
on medical follow up. There was one patient in our study in the FFR
arm, who had 2 significant lesions and 1 borderline lesion on visual
assessment. Upon doing FFR, we found all three to be insignificant.
Patient was thus left only on medical management. On follow up at 3
and 6 months, he was angina free and did not have any other complaints.
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Lesion location and type
Lesion location

ACC/AHA lesion classification

Type C
(low success, <60%; high risk)

Table 2: Lesion characteristics of the patients in FFR arm and visual arm.
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Lesion location and type

FFR arm (n=5
lesions)

Visual arm (n=8
lesions)

Proximal LAD

4

1

Mid LAD

1

0

Diagonal

0

1

Proximal LCx

0

2

Mid LCx

0

0

OM

0

1

Mid RCA

0

0

Distal RCA

0

1

PDA

0

2

Type A
(high success, >85%; low risk)

2

0

Type B
(moderate success, 60 to 85%;
moderate risk)

3

7

Type C
(low success, <60%; high risk)

0

1

Lesion location

ACC/ AHA lesion classification

Table 3: Lesion characteristics of the patients who underwent stenting.
Observers

P-value

Observers 1 and 2

0.478

Observers 1 and 3

0.355

Observers 1 and 4

0.492

Observers 2 and 3

0.062

Observers 2 and 4

0.552

Observers 3 and 4

0.207

Table 4: Inter-observer variation between different operators in the study.

The reliability of FFR in assessing the hemodynamic significance
of lesions in AMI and unstable angina has been demonstrated by
few studies [20,21]. Fractional flow reserve versus Angiography for
Multivessel Evaluation (FAME) study has evidenced that at 2 years,
rates of death and myocardial infarction were significantly lower in
FFR-guided group than in the angiography-guided PCI group [22].
Moreover, few studies have also shown that the use of FFR-guided PCI
was cost saving [23,24].
Our study had a distinct design. All the patients were randomly
allocated to either the FFR arm or the visual arm. In the FFR arm, if
the borderline vessel was found to be significant, the patient would be
advised stenting. If FFR value was not significant, the patients would
be recommended medical follow up. In the visual arm the decision to
go ahead with stenting of borderline lesion/s was based on opinion
of majority of operators participating in the study. If majority of the
operators felt the borderline lesion was not significant, the patient
would be advised medical follow up.
We had 4 operators whose independent opinions were taken in
the study. Both these groups were followed up at 3 and 6 months.
Inter-observer variation within the 4 operators in visual arm was also
analysed and demonstrated that there was inter-observer variation
between the operators. For a particular lesion, one of the observers
would recommend that it is not significant enough to be tested further
by FFR and could be left for medical management, whereas another
observer would recommend the same lesion to be significant and he
would like to go ahead with direct stenting for the same lesion. This
underlines the limitations of visual assessment of severity of borderline
lesions.
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In one of the retrospective analysis, demonstrating clinical
usefulness and cost effectiveness of fractional flow reserve among
Indian patients (FIND study) it was found that concordance of
management plan assessed by angiography alone and by angiography
with FFR is about 58%, which means that >40% of intermediate lesions
would be classified wrongly using angiography alone [25]. Despite of
the proven fact that the measurement of FFR allows more judicious use
of stents and maximizes the benefits of PCI by accurate discrimination
of stenosis that benefit most from revascularization, the use of FFR,
in decision making program is grossly underutilized. Usually, in our
practice majority of the patients undergo decision to go ahead with
stenting based on visual assessment of the lesions by a single operator.
To the best of our knowledge, such a study has not been conducted
before in the Indian population. We tried to analyze whether visual
assessment by multiple operators and their decision to guide stenting
or to keep patient on medical follow up for borderline lesions is
comparable to gold standard FFR. From the above statistics we can say
visual assessment by operators can identify the borderline lesions and
when multiple operator’s opinion is taken their decision is comparable
to the gold standard FFR with regards to the primary and secondary
outcomes. But, it is not always possible to have multiple operators.
Many a times the decision to go ahead with stenting for borderline
lesions or to keep the patient on medical follow up is decided by a
single operator.
In such cases wherever the lesion significance is doubtful and the
lesion is of moderate severity FFR should be considered especially in
centers, where a single operator is available.

Study Limitations
A large number of patients are needed to actually test the
significance between the two groups with regards to number of stents
and costs saved. Also, a long-term follow up would give a better idea
regarding the importance of FFR in decision making in borderline
lesions.

Conclusion
FFR is preferable for decision making in borderline lesions and
should be used more often especially where there are single operators.
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